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EUROPEAN HOMESTAY COURSES
ENGLISH HOMESTAY COURSES

ARE RUN IN NINE DIFFERENT COUNTRIES IN

EUROPE

All our courses are Total Immersion Courses in the language you choose. We teach English, French,
Italian and Spanish.
Whatever location you choose, you will always be totally immersed in the language you have chosen to
study
This is because your teacher, his/her family and friends will be available throughout your stay to
converse with you in English, French, Spanish or Italian.
TAILOR MADE LANGUAGE COURSES TO SUIT YOUR REQUIREMENTS.

First you choose the language you wish to improve on: English, Italian,
Spanish or French.
Secondly you choose whether you require, General language, Young
Learner, Business or Exams.
Then you decide how to want to study, individually 1:1, in a pair 2:1 or in a
small group.
You can also choose a creative or active course to supplement your course.

EUROPEAN HOMESTAY TEACHERS ARE HIGHLY QUALIFIED LANGUAGE TEACHERS

They are all mother tongue speakers and have a wealth of experience in teaching
languages at different levels and a range of ages.
Please look at our teacher database for further information.
We choose the best teacher suited to your needs and your choice of location. We are the only
establishment that provides English language Homestay homestay throughout Europe. We also
offer French, Italian and Spanish homestay.
This means that we can offer more flexibility and quality to our courses enabling
you to have an excellent course with a top quality holiday.
All our teachers are able to teach General Language Courses but some teachers are more suited to
teaching young learners having had significant experience working with teenagers.
European Homestay teachers are specialised in specific fields of work such as business, medicine,
engineering and information technology having worked themselves in these areas. This knowledge is
invaluable for our Business Language and Technical courses.

